
Altitude Labs: Full time Junior Software Engineer & Junior Strategy Consultant 

| Apply as soon as possible  

 

Junior Software Engineer (Full-time) 

Job Responsibilities 

 Love for shipping features on products and creating web or mobile applications. 

 Build efficient and reusable front-end and back-end abstractions and systems. 

 Participate in design and code reviews. 

 Identify and communicate best practices for software engineering. 

 We build products in sprints and work in an agile manner. 

Job Requirements 

 Knowledge in fullstack web or mobile development 

 We are language agnostic but the management team are experts in fullstack 

javascript and Objective-C. 

 Strong communication skills and interest in a pair-programming environment. 

 Passion for growing your skills, tackling interesting work and challenging problems. 

 Experience and/or interest in Test Driven Development (TDD) and agile 

technologies. 

 Fluent in English and Chinese (Mandarin or Cantonese). 

 Working towards or have achieved a BA/BS in Computer Science or related field, or 

equivalent experience. 

 Interested applicants, please send CVs, githubs and designate Web or Mobile track 

(full-time) to careers@altitudelabs.com 

Company Perks 

 Get hooked up with a Macbook Pro or any other tech you need to do the best job. 

 Fun monthly team outings. 

 Access to our snacks treasure chest. 

 Work with world-class developers and designers to build things fast and scalable. 

 

mailto:careers@altitudelabs.com


Junior Strategy Consultant (Full-time) 

Job Responsibilities 

 You will work as part of a client project team, collaborating with colleagues and help 

our clients solve business problems with technology. 

 Play a role in client engagement which includes an in-depth understanding and 

analysis of their company operations and processes. 

 Test, hypothesise, develop and communicate recommendations and opportunities to 

client project colleagues. 

 Have the chance to participate and implement technical solutions on client projects. 

Job Requirements 

 Working towards or graduated with a BS or MSc in Business, Engineering, 

Communications, Design or related subjects. 

 Strong commitment to excellence and personal and professional growth. 

 Exceptional problem solving capabilities, able to think of innovative and human-

centered solutions, resourceful, high energy, and empathetic. 

 The ability to work in an ambiguous and dynamic environment. Take initiative and 

leadership in work setting and/or extracurricular activities. 

 Demonstrate outstanding academic performance and an aptitude for analytics. 

 Enjoy working in teams. 

 Outstanding written and verbal English communication skills. 

 Interested applicants, please send CVs and designate (full-time) 

to careers@altitudelabs.com 

Company Perks 

 The Tech - Get equipped with all the technology you need to do your job. e.g. 

Macbook Pro 

 The Community - Unlimited snacks, monthly company activities and working with 

Silicon Valley trained developers, designers and advisors. 
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